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Abstract
Objectives To describe how the methodological
quality of primary studies is assessed in systematic
reviews and whether the quality assessment is taken
into account in the interpretation of results.
Data sources Cochrane systematic reviews and
systematic reviews in paper based journals.
Study selection 965 systematic reviews (809
Cochrane reviews and 156 paper based reviews)
published between 1995 and 2002.
Data synthesis The methodological quality of primary
studies was assessed in 854 of the 965 systematic
reviews (88.5%). This occurred more often in Cochrane
reviews than in paper based reviews (93.9% v 60.3%,
P < 0.0001). Overall, only 496 (51.4%) used the quality
assessment in the analysis and interpretation of the
results or in their discussion, with no significant
differences between Cochrane reviews and paper based
reviews (52% v 49%, P = 0.58). The tools and methods
used for quality assessment varied widely.
Conclusions Cochrane reviews fared better than
systematic reviews published in paper based journals
in terms of assessment of methodological quality of
primary studies, although they both largely failed to
take it into account in the interpretation of results.
Methods for assessment of methodological quality by
systematic reviews are still in their infancy and there is
substantial room for improvement.

Introduction
Critical appraisal of the methodological quality of primary studies is an essential feature of systematic
reviews.1–3 Lack of adherence to a priori defined validity criteria may help explain why primary studies on
the same topic provide different results.4 Some key
issues still remain unresolved: which checklists and
scales are the ideal approaches5 and how the results of
quality assessment in a systematic review should be
handled in the analysis and interpretation of results.6–10
We compared the approaches used for quality
assessment of primary studies by Cochrane systematic
reviews with systematic reviews published in paper
based journals. We determined how quality assessment
is used and whether systematic reviews consider quality
assessment in their results.

Methods
We sampled systematic reviews from two databases: the
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews and the
Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effectiveness
(DARE), which selects systematic reviews published in
peer reviewed journals on the basis of their adherence
to a few methodological requirements.11
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We selected a stratified sample of Cochrane
systematic reviews published in issue 1, 2002, of the
Cochrane Library (see bmj.com). Our final sample
represented 62.4% (n = 809) of the Cochrane reviews.
The paper based systematic reviews were extracted
from DARE, including all systematic reviews published
in 2001 registered up to November 2002.
Data extraction form
We assessed the systematic reviews by using an ad hoc
data extraction form. We developed this form by taking
into account published reports on the quality
assessment of trials included in systematic reviews.
We accepted at face value what was reported by the
authors of individual studies. As a common taxonomy
for quality assessment does not exist, we used a large
number of descriptive quality components to capture
as many of the different definitions as possible.
For each systematic review we evaluated what
authors reported in the methods section of their
review for quality assessment. In particular, we tried to
ascertain whether authors stated they would have
assessed the quality and how (scale or checklist,
components studied, composite score) and in what way
they planned to use the quality assessment (for
example, for sensitivity analysis). See bmj.com for a
summary version of the data extraction form.
We then evaluated how authors assessed quality. We
recorded if trials were combined in a quantitative
meta-analysis; if the quality was evaluated; if scales,
checklists, and scores were used; and how the quality
was formally incorporated. Assessors judged whether
an attempt had been made to incorporate the quality
assessment in the results, either qualitatively or quantitatively. We purposely did not make our operationalised definition of qualitative too stringent. Our
definition of quantitative was more stringent and
included the carrying out of a sensitivity or subgroup
analysis (with quality as a stratifying factor) and use of
a quality score as a weight or factor for cumulative
meta-analysis or metaregression.
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Data extraction
We drafted and piloted an extraction checklist.
Inter-rater agreement, based on a random sample of
the Cochrane reviews and paper based reviews, was
high. Inter-rater reliability was moderate to perfect
(percentage mean agreement 94, range 71.1-100;
prevalence and bias adjusted  statistic mean 0.80,
range 0.40-1.00).
Summary version of data extraction form is on bmj.com

This is the abridged version of an article that was posted on
bmj.com on 7 April 2005: http://bmj.com/cgi/doi/10.1136/
bmj.38414.515938.8F
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Cochrane systematic reviews
(n=809)

Paper based systematic
reviews (n=156)

Difference between proportions
(95% CI)

P value (2 test)

Authors would carry out quality
assessment

758 (93.7)

99 (63.5)

30.2 (22.5 to 38.0)

<0.0001

Quality assessment carried out

760 (93.9)

94 (60.3)

33.6 (25.8 to 41.5)

<0.0001

Quality assessment linked to results

419 (51.8)

77 (49.4)

2.4 (−6.1 to 11.0)

0.5777

Variable

Twelve pairs of investigators independently
extracted the data. Disagreements were resolved
through discussion and, when necessary, centrally
reviewed.

Results
We analysed 965 systematic reviews: 809 Cochrane
reviews and 156 reviews published in paper based
journals (see bmj.com). Quality assessment was
assessed in 854 (88.5%) of the reviews and was more
often carried out in Cochrane reviews than in paper
based reviews for both formal and informal comparisons (tables 1 and 2).
The quality components most frequently assessed
were, in decreasing order, allocation concealment,
blinding, and losses to follow-up. The difference
between Cochrane reviews and paper based reviews
for these and intention to treat analysis significantly
favoured Cochrane reviews.
The most commonly used quality scale was the
Jadad scale (n = 113; 12.0%). Cochrane reviews used
the scale less often than paper based reviews. In 65.0%
(n = 526) of Cochrane reviews and 48.1% (n = 75) of
paper based reviews, authors carried out the quality
assessment using single components rather than a formal scale.
No significant differences emerged when Cochrane
reviews and paper based reviews were analysed
separately by type of intervention assessed—for
example, drug compared with non-drug interventions.
We found that 496 systematic reviews (51.4%)
linked quality to the interpretation of results, with no
difference in the proportions of Cochrane reviews and
paper based reviews (table 1). This also held true for
the subgroup analysis of drug compared with
non-drug interventions.
The authors of Cochrane reviews were more likely
than those of paper based reviews to state that they
would assess quality yet did not always do so (table 1).
About 5% of systematic reviews in each group carried

out quality assessment despite not being explicitly
stated in the methods. Finally, only 328 (33.9%) of the
systematic reviews formally specified how they
planned to use the quality assessment in the methods:
36.0% (n = 291) of Cochrane reviews and 23.7%
(n = 37) of paper based reviews (P = 0.79).

Discussion
More than 50% of systematic reviews (both Cochrane
reviews and reviews based in paper articles) did not
specify in the methods whether and how they would
use quality assessment in the analysis and interpretation of results. Cochrane reviews fared better than
paper based reviews in carrying out quality assessment
but were equally unsuccessful in taking it into account.
During the past 15 years research has concentrated
on two main issues: which components of the quality
assessment (for example, allocation concealment) are
predictive of valid results and what tool (scales or
checklists) best assesses quality. In 2003 Egger et al
found that allocation concealment and double
blinding were strongly related to treatment effects.4 12 13
Despite the dozens of quality scales and checklists that
have been proposed,5 7 14 the answer is still unclear and
many doubt that a generic quality assessment tool valid
in all cases can ever be found. In our study the most
frequently used tool was the Jadad scale, a tool that has
been criticised for its low sensitivity and which was
developed before the importance of concealment was
established.15 Moreover, less attention has been paid to
exploring how quality can be used in the interpretation
of the results of systematic reviews.8 9 16
As Cochrane reviews are preceded by a published
protocol which must state that quality assessment of
primary studies is to be done, it is not surprising that
authors state they will carry out quality assessment and
do so. Yet when it comes to incorporating quality into
the results, Cochrane reviews fared no better than their
paper based counterparts.

Table 2 Summary of approaches to quality assessment and formal quantitative analyses related to quality assessment used in Cochrane
systematic reviews and systematic reviews published in paper journals. Values are numbers (percentages) unless stated otherwise
Approaches used to
incorporate quality
assessment*

Cochrane systematic
reviews (n=809)

Paper based systematic
reviews (n=156)

Cochrane and paper
based reviews

Difference between
proportions (95% CI)

P value
(2 test)

732 (90.5)

81 (51.9)

813 (95)

38.6 (30.5 to 46.7)

<0.0001
0.0142

Informal:
General comment
Formal:
Exclusion criteria

102 (12.6)

9 (5.8)

111 (12)

6.8 (2.5 to 11.2)

Exploration of heterogeneity

63 (7.8)

11 (7.1)

74 (8)

0.7 (−3.7 to 5.2)

0.7517

Subgroup analysis

29 (3.6)

8 (5.1)

37 (4)

−1.5 (−5.2 to 2.1)

0.3580

Sensitivity analysis

0.0476

89 (11.0)

9 (5.8)

98 (10)

5.2 (1.0 to 9.5)

Weighting of estimates

1 (0.1)

0

—

0.1 (−0.1 to 0.4)

0.6604

Cumulative meta-analysis

1 (0.1)

0

—

0.1 (−0.1 to 0.4)

0.6604

*More than one answer possible.
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Table 1 Distribution of three main quality assessment related variables investigated in study according to Cochrane systematic
reviews and systematic reviews published in paper based journals. Values are numbers (percentages) unless stated otherwise
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These findings may have several explanations. That
Cochrane reviews provide more details may be due to
the absence of limitations on space in electronic publications; however, most of the medical journals now
publish a web version of their papers. We found, however, that none of the paper based reviews was supplemented with an electronic appendix of quality
assessment. It is also possible that authors are unaware
of or that editors are not interested in publishing
extensive electronic versions. Moreover, most authors
of paper based articles may be aware of space
limitations imposed by journals and omit details of
quality assessment.
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Limitations of the study
The Cochrane reviews were published between 1995
and 2002, whereas the paper based articles were first
published in 2001. However, between 1995 and 2000 no
major methodological advances or new consensus
emerged in the literature on systematic reviews. Another
limitation is whether the DARE database was an appropriate source from which to sample paper based articles
as it may have led to the selection of a control group with
better than average quality. Any selection bias would
move our estimate towards the null effect.
A third possible limitation is that incomplete
reporting might have influenced our assessment.
Evidence, however, suggests that what is reported
about important aspects of the conduct of a study typically do reflect what is done.17 18
Finally, we assessed quality assessment using a
checklist that had been developed ad hoc. Although
the lack of validation may be criticised, we believe that
the items have good face validity, and the inter-rater
reliability was acceptably high. We did have trouble
with the classification of quality items, tools, and
approaches, as there are innumerable ways to define
study quality.7 12 It is possible that we recorded quality
data with slightly different meanings from those
intended by the authors of the studies.
Within the Cochrane Collaboration there is room
for improvement in the approaches to quality
assessment, and the Cochrane handbook should
provide clearer guidelines on how to do it. Less clear is
how to improve quality assessment in paper based systematic reviews. We believe that more methodological
research is needed to understand how best to assess
and to incorporate the methodological quality of
primary studies into the results of systematic reviews.

What is already known on the topic
Appraisal of the methodological quality of
primary studies is essential in systematic reviews
No consensus exists on the ideal checklist and
scale for assessing methodological quality
The Cochrane Collaboration encourages a simple
approach to quality assessment based on
individual components such as allocation
concealment

What this study adds
Approaches to quality assessment of primary
studies by systematic reviews are heterogeneous
and reflect a lack of consensus on best practice
Cochrane reviews assess methodological quality
more often than paper based reviews
Both types of review failed to link the quality
assessment to the interpretation of results in
almost half of cases
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